(2) (x, x, x) = 0 "associator dependent rings" and we shall adopt this convention [6] . It is immediate that the right and left alternative rings, the flexible rings, the rings of type iy, <5) and the anti-flexible rings all belong to the class of associator dependent rings. Linearizing (2) yields (1) with a¡ = 1 for / = 1, •••, 6. Since (2) is certainly not strong enough to give a structure theory, we assume further that A satisfies an identity of the form (1) which is not implied by (2). We show in §2 that A must then satisfy one of the following identities : (3) a(y, x, x) -(a + 1) (x, y, x) + (x, x, y) = 0, a a fixed scalar, (4) iy, x, x) = (x, y, x), (5) (x, y, z) + iy, z, x) + (z, x, y) = 0.
W. E. Coppage is studying (5) in his Ph. D. dissertation(2). We note that any ring satisfying iy, x, x) = (x, y, x) is anti-isomorphic to a ring satisfying E. KLEINFELD, F. ROSIER, J. M. OSBORN, D. RODABAUGH [March (x, x, y) = (x, y, x) which is (3) with a = 0. Hence, we concentrate our attention on (3). We find that rings A satisfying (2) and (3) with a ^ 1, -\, -2, have a Peirce decomposition y4 = .411 + .1410 + .l4.01 + A00 with respect to an idempotent e of A. The main results are then: (a) Any simple ring A satisfying (2) and (3) with a # 1, -\, -2, and possessing an idempotent e such that v410 + ^401 # 0 is either associative or a Cayley-Dickson algebra over its center (3) .
(b) Let A be a power-associative finite-dimensional algebra satisfying (2) and (3) with a + -1. If A is semi-simple (A has zero nil radical) then A has a unity element and is the direct sum of simple algebras.
The result (a) can be improved if we also exclude the value a --1. In this instance we may replace the condition that A have an idempotent e such that A10 + Aoi 7e 0 by the condition that A have an idempotent e # 1.
The methods of proof are those employed by Kleinfeld [6] , Kokoris [7] , and Rosier [9] . Namely, one uses the Peirce decomposition to construct the ideal L = ^4lo^oi + ^io + ^oi + ^oi^io and then, invoking the simplicity one sees that An = A10A01 and A00 = ^oi^io-Using these representations of Atl and A00 we prove that they are associative subrings of ,4. From this it can then be shown that A is alternative.
2. Main section. We begin our study by reducing (1) with the aid of (2) to three possibilities. Theorem 1. Let A be a ring of characteristic not 2 or 3 which satisfies an identity of the form (1) (which is not implied by (2)) and identity (2). Then A satisfies either (3), (4), or (5).
Proof. We first linearize (x,x,x) = 0 to obtain (6) (x, y, z) + (y, z, x) + (z, x, y) + (x, z, y) + (z,y, x) + (y, x, z) = 0.
By performing the three even permutations on x, y, z in (1) we obtain three equations which when added give
+ (a4 + a5 + a6)[(x,z,y) + (z,y,x) + (y,x,z)] = 0.
If (ai + «2 + «3) 5e (a4 + a5 + a6)> then (6) and (7) imply (5). Hence, assume ai + a3 + a2 = a4 + a5 + a6-Now substitute z = x in (1) as well as in the equation resulting from (1) by the permutation (x y z). Then if neither of these yields an identity of the form (3) or (4) we have a3 + a4 = ax + a5 = a2 + a6 = y and a2 + a5 = a3 + a6 = oii + a4 = o. Thus 3y = ai-r-a2 + a3 + a4 + a5 + a6 = 3ô, or y = ô. But then the assumption that <Xi + a2 -I-a3 = a4 + a5 + a6 would imply that all the a¡ are equal, which is impossible since we are assuming that (2) does not imply (1) . In fact it can be shown that any identity which implies (5) but is not equivalent to it must imply (3) or (4).
Theorem 2. Let A be a ring satisfying (2) and (3) with a ■£ \, -\, -2. If e is an idempotent of A then A has the Peirce decomposition A = An + Ai0 + A0i + A00 where xeAtj if and only if ex = ix, xe = jx; i, j = 0,1. Moreover, the sum of the subgroups A{j is direct^).
Proof. It is easily seen that the theorem is valid if and only if (e, e, x) = (e, x, e) = (x, e, e) = 0 for all x e A. In any ring with an idempotent e and arbitrary x we have (e, e, e x) = e(ex) -e(e(ex)) = e(e, e, x). Substituting x = e, y = ex, and x = e, y = x, z = e in (3) and (6) respectively and solving simultaneously we see that (2a + 1) (ex, e, e) = (2a + 1) e(x, e, e). Since 2a 4-1 7a 0 we have (ex, e, e) = e(x, e, e). Similarly one can show that (xe, e, e) = (x, e, e)e and (e, xe, e) = (e, x, e)e. Now, in an arbitrary ring (ex, e, e) -(e, xe, e) 4-(e, x, e) = e(x, e, e) + (e, x, e)e may be verified. However, using the above relations we may reduce this to (e, x, e) = 2(e, x, e)e. Since this relation also holds in any ring anti-isomorphic to A, we see that A also satisfies (e, x, e) = 2e(e, x, e). Setting a = (e, x, e) these relations become a = 2ea = 2ae. However, 4(e, a, e) = 4(ea)e -4e(ae) = 2ae -2ea = 0. Substituting x = z = e,y = ain both (3) and (6) and solving simultaneously yields (e, e, a) = 0. But then 0 = 4(e, e, a) = 4ea -4e(ea) = 2a -2ea = 2a -a = a. Then (6) implies that (e, e, x) = -(x, e, e) while (3) yields (e, e, x) = -a(x,e,e).
Since a # 1, we have (e, e, x) = (e, x, e) = (x, e, e) = 0.
We show next that the following relations hold in A.
Identity (8) is obtained by linearizing (3) . We obtain (9) by subtracting a times (6) from (8), while (10) is a consequence of subtracting (6) from (8). If we add (a + 1) times (6) to (8) the result is (11) .
We introduce the convention that any symbol xu with two subscripts is assumed to represent an element of the subgroup AtJ with the same subscripts. We now develop some of the properties of the multiplication of the subgroups A^. Theorem 3. Let A be a ring satisfying (2) and (3) with a # 1, -\, -2.
Further we suppose A has characteristic prime to 6. // a ^ 0 or -1, (4) We assume throughout the remainder of this section that a is an operator on the additive structure of A and that o x=0 for xeA implies that x = 0 whenevei «5=2,3, a -1, a +2, or 2a + 1. Proof. Let us consider products of the form xHyu. It is immediate that (*", e, yti) = (yif, e, x¡¡) = 0, so that setting x = x¡¡, y = e, z = y¡¡ in (9) and (10) gives (x¡;, y a, e) = -iyu, xu, e) and (e, x¡¡, y,¡) = -(e, y"-, x(i). Then substituting x = xn, y = y a, z = e in (11) yields (2a + 1) (y,-" xi;, e) = -(a + 2)ie,xii,yii). But(y,.;,x;i, e)e Al0 + A00 while (e, x", yn)e A01 + A00. Thus (2a + 1)0^,x", e) = -(a + 2)ie,xu,yu)eA00.
But then for i = 1 ie,yn,xn) = -iyn, Xyy,e) = -ie, xu, yn) = (xn, yn, e). Hence (a+2) (e, xu, yn) = -(2a+l)(e,xu,yn) sothat3(a + l)(c,xn,yn) = O.lfa ^ -l,wehave(e,xn, y1i)=(xu,y11,c) = 0, and this implies A\y = /ln.Ifa = -1 weseethatix^yn.e) = -iyn,Xyy,e) and(e,yu,xu)= -(e,xu,yu)yield e(xn yu + y11x11)=(x11y11 + ynxn)e = »n^n + yn^n wnile ie>xiuyn) and (^li.J'ii.c) are elements of A00. Thus xu)iueAu + A00. In a similar manner we find that Al0çA00 except possibly when a = -1 and then we have A2W s A ¡y + /100 and ooJ'oo + yoo^oo e-<4oo-Next we set x = xn, y = y00, z = e in (9), (10) and (11) to obtain
respectively. Interchanging x and y in (9) and making the same substitution we find (a -l^XuVoo -y0o*n -c^uJ'oo)]
(15)
Multiplying (15) on the left by e we have Multiplying this relation on the right by e we see that eiyOoxn)e = 0.
Then multiplying (13) on both sides by e yields e(xny00)e = 0. Using the above substitution in (6) we find (Xny00)e + (y0o*ii)e + 2(xny0o) = «OooXii) + e^iiJoo) + 2y0o^n
and multiplication on the right by e reduces this relation to 3(xuy00)e = (yoo^ti)6» while multiplication on the left yields e(xuy00) = 3e(y00Xu). If we multiply (15) on the right by e we obtain 3a(xny00)e = (a -l)(yooxu)e so that ot(y00Xii)e = (a -1) (y0o*ii)e-Hence (y0oxii)e = 0. Multiplying (12) on the left by e yields (a -l)e(xuyoo) = (2a + lMyoo*ii) = Oso that e(yooXn)=0. But then ae(j00Xn) = 3ae(x1iy00) = 0 = ae(xii>'00). Thus -e(xuy0o) = K^oo^ii) = 0-Then (13) implies that y0oxn = 0 which in turn, along with (14), implies that xny00 = 0. For the elements xu, y10 we see that (xn, e,yiO) = 0 and setting x = xn, y = yi0, z = e in (9), (10) , and (11) we obtain
respectively. Multiplying (17) on the left by e we obtain e(xny10)e = 0 while multiplying (18) on the left by e yields e(yi0Xi1)e = 2e(y10x11). Thus, e(y10xii)e = e(y10xil) = 0. If we multiply (19) on the right by e we find (2a + 1) (yio^n)e = (a + 2) (xuy10)e, while (18) under same operation gives us -(2a + l)(j10xu)e = (a + 2)(xiiVi0)e. Hence, (xuy10)e = (y10xu)e * 0. The relation (18) then becomes 3a(y10xu) = 0. If a # 0, we have yio*ii =0 and (17) yields xuvI0 = e(x11y10) or AltAi0 S A10 and A^A^ = 0. If a = 0, (17) gives us XnVio-y^Xn =e(xuy10) so that xnyl0eAi0 +A00, yioXneA00
and Xny10 -yi0Xii ey410. In a similar fashion we find that ^oo^oi -^oi ar>d oi^oo = 0 except when a = 0 and then we have x00y01Gy40i + -4ii,yoixoo6^U' oo-Voi ~" voixoo e ^01-Next we consider products of the form Xny01, yoi^n-It is immediate that (j>0i,e,Xii) = 0. The substitution ofx = xu,y = e,z = y0i in (9) and (10) yields
while setting y = y01, x -xü, z = e in (11) gives
Multiplying (20) on the right by e yields (xuy01)e = 0, and then the same operation on (22) leads to (a + 2)e(xily0i) = (2a 4-l)e(y0iXu). Hence, 3ae(y0iXn) = 0. If a # 0, we find e(y0iXn) = 0 = e(xu.y0i) and (21) implies that xuy01 = 0. In this case, (20) implies that (yoiXii)e =-Voi^n so tûat ^oi^ii^^oi and A 11 ^o i = 0. If a = 0 we observe that (6) implies (Xii-Voi + .Voi*ii)e + xuy0i = e(xuy01 + y01xn) + y0i*ii-Multiplying this relation on the left by e and simplifying we obtain e(yoi*ii) = 0. Hence, e(y01Xii) = e(xuj>0i) = 0 and, as above, we have A0lAlt ^A0l, n^oi = 0. In a similar manner we also see that A00A10 = 0, A10A00 £ ^io-We now consider the products XiOy0i and y-oi^io-Clearly (^io»e,J'oi) = (yoi»e,Xio) = 0. Setting x = Xi0,y = e,z = y0i in (10) and (11) yields (x10,y0i,e) = -(y0i,x10,e) and (e,x10,y01)= -(e,y0i.^io)-But (e,x10,y01) = XicVoi ~ e(xi0y0i) = e(y0lx10) = -(e,y0l,xl0). Multiplying on the left by e, we see that e(yoi x10) = 0. Likewise we find that (y0iXio)e = 0 giving xi0y0ieAn, y0iXi0e^00.
Finally, we examine the terms Xi0yi0. Setting x = Xi0, y = y10, z = e in (9) we have
We multiply (23) on the left by e, obtaining (a-l)e(xi0yi0) = (2a+ l)e(xi0yi0)e. Then, multiplying on the right by e, we have (a + 2)e(xi0yi0)e = 0. Thus, e(xioyio)e = e(x10y10) = 0. Interchanging x10 and y10 we obtain e(yi0Xi0) = 0. Then (23) reduces to (xl0yl0)e + yio*io = 0 and multiplication on the right by e leads to (x10yi0)e = -(yio*ir>. Hence, (23) becomes (yi0x10)e -yio*io = 0, giving JiqXio = -Xi0y10ey40i and x20 = 0. The corresponding relations hold for x0i, yoi; *oi.
Since the multiplicative relations given in Theorem 3 are the same as those satisfied in an alternative ring, it is natural to ask how close the present class of rings is to being alternative. One definition of the alternative property is that (fj(x), o(y), o(z)) = s(a)(x, y, z) for all x, y, z in the ring and for every permutation a, where e(<r) = 1 or -1 as a is even or odd. We shall now test this relation for each different way of choosing x,y, and z belonging to Atl, Ai0, A01, and A00 under the restrictions that a =¿ 1, -i, -2 and that AHAij <= Au and AtJAu = 0 if a = 0.
Consider first the elements x¡¡, y-tj, and z7¡ (we shall assume i = 0, 1 and j =l-i for the remainder of this section). Then the relations in Theorem 3 immediately give (x", zn, ytj) -(y^, x", zJt) = (zjt, y,j, x¡¡) = 0. Substituting x = xii,y=-yij,z = Zji in (11) yields (2a + l)(yij,zji,x,i)= -(a+2)(zJi,xit,ylj). But the left side of this equation is in Au while the right side is in Ajj, implying that both sides are zero. Since five of the quantities (o~(x¡¡), a(yi¡), o(Zj¡) ) are zero, (6) implies that the sixth one is also.
Next we see from Theorem 3 that (xfí, y¡j, z¡¡) = (za, yu, xn) = 0. If Au is a subring (which can only fail when a = -1), we also have (y¡J-,xii,z¡¡)=(y¡J-,zi¡,x,i) = 0. Setting x = ytJ, y = x(¡, z = zu in (11) gives (2a + l)(xif, zu, yu) = 0, and switching xu and z¡¡ in this equation leads to (z,¡, x¡¡, y¡j) = 0. Thus (tr(x;¡), o(y¡j), a(zu) ) = 0 for all o whenever AH is a subring. By symmetry, we also have (<T(x;i), a(yji), <r(z;i) ) = 0 for all a under the same condition.
It is again clear from Theorem 3 that (xjf, zj}, yi}) = (zjj, xti, ytJ) = (zJj> y¡j' xu) = (y¡p zJj> xii) = (j'y. *"> *//) = 0. The remaining permutation then follows from (6), and we have (fffx,,), ff(yy), ff(z¿,) ) = 0 for all a. As for products of the terms x,;, yu, zjP it is easily seen that (ff(xfi), ff(y,j), ff(zj7) ) = 0 for all a whenever A¡¡ is a subring. There remain the cases where the associator is not necessarily zero. First we compute (y,;, z,p xu) = iy¡jZtJ)xu = -(Zy^x,, = -(zy, yi}, xu) and ixu>ytj>Zià = ix¡¡y¡j)z,j = -z¡jixuyij) * Oy,x,i,y¡j)-Interchanging y,vand zy in the last equation gives (x¡;, zip yy) = (y0-, xu, ztj), and combining these with (6) givesixu,ztJ,ytj) = -(zy,xi(,yy). The substitution x = x,,,y = yipz = ztJ in (11) now yields (2a + l)[(y,j, x¡¡, ztj) + (j'y, Zy, x¡¡)] = 0. Putting together all these relations, we have (ff(x;i), ff(yy), ff(zy) ) = e (o-)(x,¡, yip zip) for all a. The equation (ff(xf¡), aiyji), ff(zj() ) = e(ff) (x¡¡, yj;, z^) for all a follows by symmetry.
Let us look next at associators involving the elements xiy, yip zJt. Then (*,•;, y¡j> z») = ix¡jy¡j)zji = -(y¡jxij)zji = -(j7.;' x¡p zj¡) = -zjix= izji, Xy, y0) = ZßiyijXij) = -izji, yip x¡¡). Using these relations, (6) reduces to ixtJ,Zji,yij) = -iy¡j,zß,Xy). The substitution x = xip y = yip z = z}i in (10) Having considered all other combinations, the question of whether A is alternative hinges on what happens to associators involving three elements from Aiv We have proved all but the case a = 0 of Theorem 4. Let A be a ring satisfying (x, x, x) = 0 and (3) for a=£\, -\, -2, and let Ayy and A00 be the additive subgroups corresponding to an idempotent e of A. If a = 0 we suppose further that A has no ideals G such that G2 = 0. Then A is alternative if and only if Ayy and A00 are alternative subrings.
To complete the proof of this theorem, we must show that A satisfies A^A^cAâ nd AijAa = 0 whenever a = 0 and A has no ideals G satisfying G2 = 0. Since (x(iyy -yyXi() e Aip it is sufficient to show that AtjAu = 0 under these hypotheses. Setting G; = AßAjj and noting that G¡ c Atl, we give the proof in three lemmas. which may be reduced to (x," yu, zti) = -(z", xJt, yu), or (x/^z« = z^Xj^jj), using the equations above. Hence the elements of G¡ commute with the elements of An, and G¡ is an ideal of At¡.
Lemma 2. G?=^iGi = 0.
We first set x = yn, y = xß, z = zß in (10) to obtain -l(Xji,yjj,Zjd + ixß,Zj¡,y,,-)] = 2[(yn,xß,zjf) + (zy"xJt,y^)]. Equating the /4j¡ components of this equation gives Xjiizßyjj) = -2zßixßyj]). But switching Xj¡ and z;i in the last equation gives ZjÁ.xJtyjj) = -2xßizßyjJ), and subtracting twice this from the previous equation gives 2>xßizßyjf) = 0, or xßizßyjj) = 0. This implies that Aj¡G¡ = 0. To show that G?=0, it is sufficient to prove that iZjiWjj)ixßyjj) = 0. But setting z" = zßwn in (23) gives izßwj}) (x;iy,y) = iXjÄZjtWjjüyjj = 0, since XßiZßWjj) = 0 from the last paragraph.
The proof of Theorem 4 will be complete when we have established Lemma 3. Let G = Gt + G0. Then G is an ideal of A and G2 = 0.
To prove that G is an ideal of A, it is sufficient to show that AGt + G¡A <= G.
But AjjGi = G^;; = GiAß = 0 by Theorem 3, AjtGt = 0 and ¿"G^Gj/t« <= G¡ by the two previous lemmas, and ^4¡;G <= AtjAti = Gy. Thus we need only prove that G¡Aij c G. For this we add together (10) and (6) Lemma 5. // Au = AyAj^ then A¡¡ is an associative subring.
To show that An is a subring under this hypothesis, it is sufficient to remark that the product x^y^-y^) = (xwyy)y;i is in Aa. The associativity of An follows from the calculation (XaO^/í))2« = ((%y¡./)yj¡)z¡¡ = (xMyy) (y;iz") = XaOyO^«)) = Xn^yij-yj^zu). These lemmas prove Theorem 5. Let A be a simple ring satisfying (x, x, x) = 0 and (3) for a ± 1, -i, -2. Suppose further that A has an idempotent e such that A10 + A0l ^ 0. Then A is an alternative ring.
If we exclude the case a = -1, we may restate this theorem in a little stronger form. For then Al0 + ^oi -0 implies A = Atl © A00, in which case either A00 is a nontrivial ideal or e is the unity element of A.
Theorem 6. Let A be a simple ring with idempotent e satisfying (x,x,x) = 0 and (3) for a # 1, -£, -1, -2. Then either A is alternative or e is the unity element.
An example to show that this theorem is not true for a = -1 may be found in [9] .
It might be well to point out at this juncture some of the known results for the special cases a = 1,-^,-2.
The cases a = -\ and a = -2 correspond to the left alternative and right alternative rings respectively which are anti-isomorphic while a = 1 corresponds to the flexible rings. Albert [3] has shown that any semisimple finite dimensional right alternative algebra of characteristic not 2 is alternative. In [10] , Maneri has proved that any simple right alternative ring of characteristic not 2 or 3 that satisfies (5) and has an idempotent e ^ 1 is alternative. Oehmke [10] has shown that any simple power-associative flexible ring (characteristic not 2 or 3) with two orthogonal idempotents whose sum is not 1 is a noncommutative Jordan algebra [13] . He also proved under the additional hypothesis that A is a finite dimensional algebra (characteristic not 2,3, or 5) that A is one of the following :
(i) a commutative Jordan algebra, (ii) a quasi-associative algebra, (iii) an algebra of degree 1 or 2.
3. Semi-simple algebras. Throughout this section A will be a finite-dimensional power-associative algebra over a field F of characteristic not 2 or 3 which satisfies (3) with a^-I.
Since A is power-associative, it must necessarily satisfy (x,x,x) = 0, so that the results of the preceding section may be applied. Theorem 7. Let A be a simple power-associative algebra satisfying (3) with a ^ -1. Then A has a unity element. If a = 1, then (6) and (3) imply the flexible law, and this result follows from [11] . If a = -| or -2, then (6) and (3) imply the left or right alternative law, respectively, and it is again known that A has a unity element [3] . For the remaining values of a, this theorem follows from Theorem 6 with the remark that a simple alternative algebra has a unity element.
Next, we define the radical N of A to be the maximal nil ideal of A, and we call A semi-simple whenever N = 0. We are now ready for the two main theorems of this section.
Theorem 8. Let A be a power-associative algebra satisfying (3) with a^l, -\, -1, -2. Then for any principal idempotent e of A, Aio + A01 + A00 c N.
Theorem 9. Let A be a semi-simple power-associative algebra satisfying (3) with a ^ -1. Then A has a unity element and is the direct sum of simple algebras. Theorem 9 is already known for a = 1 [11] and a = -\, -2 [3] . For the remaining values of a we shall prove both theorems simultaneously with an induction on the dimension n of A. The desired results are immediate when n = 1. If A is not semi-simple and if e is a principal idempotent of A, then e + N is a principal idempotent of A/N = B and Bi0 + B0i + B00 (with respect to e + N) is the image of A10 + AQ1 + A00. But since B is semi-simple of smaller dimension, B10 + B0l + B00 = 0 and Ai0 + A01 + A00 c N.
There remains the case when A is semi-simple. If A is simple, both theorems follow from Theorem 7. Otherwise, A contains a proper non-nil ideal D, and D contains a principal idempotent e. Decomposing D with respect to e we have D = Dyy+Dy0 + D0y + D00. But since e e D, we then see that the decomposition of A is A = Dyy + Dy0 + D0l + A00 where D00 c A00. Letting M be the radical of D, we have D10 + D0L + D00<= M by the inductive hypothesis. We claim that M is also a nil ideal of A. For, since D00A00 + ^oo^oo <= D n A00 = D00 <= M, we may calculate MA + AM <= M + MAoo + A00M <=M + D10 + £>oi + £>oo^oo + ^ooDoo = AÍ.
Thus M = 0, Dm + D0l + D00 = 0, and A = D © 400. Both theorems now follow by applying the inductive hypotheses to D and A00.
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